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Working out with music makes participants less aware of their exertion. Such a 
distraction can benefit athletic performance by up to 15%. 

Source: The Guardian

Ultra-Secure Sports Performance
Method Earbud Headphone with Mic
To say you’re active would be an understatement. Your training isn’t a 
recreational hobby, it’s a way of life, and you need gear that can keep up to your 
pace. This high-intensity bud grips securely in and around your ear, delivering 
your most motivating playlists without skipping a beat. The moisture-proof and 
antimicrobial materials directly combat your sweaty labors to guarantee a long 
lasting product. Manage the cable and your tunes seamlessly with our in-line 
onebutton remote with clip. When finished, tuck away in the provided travel bag 
for safe and clean keeping until next time.

Color DSC# Vendor# SRP Cost  
Blue/Gray 42549 S2CDGY-401 $29.99 $15.44
Light Gray 42550 S2CDGY-405  $29.99 $15.44

Chops In-Ear Earbud Headphones with Mic
The Chops sport earbuds’ around-ear design and 15mm speakers deliver secure-
fitting sound that stays put whether hitting the gym, shredding the gnar, or 
battling an apocalyptic zombie invasion. Because everybody knows that your 
chances of surviving a zombie outbreak without a dramatic soundtrack are bleak 
at best. Adjustable ear hangers and soft, lightweight materials keep you cool 
under fire. Cable length 1.3m.

Color DSC# Vendor# SRP Cost  
Gray/Blue 41617 S4CHGY-401 $49.99 $25.75 
Light Gray 41616 S4CHGY-405 $49.99 $25.75

Chops Earbud Headphones
Complete with adjustable ear hanger, the Chops guarantee a secure fit and, of 
course, Supreme Sound. Hang your headphones over the ear keeping them in place.

Color DSC# Vendor# SRP Cost  
Black 58235 S4CHGZ-033 $19.99 $10.30
Hot Red 58236 S4CHGZ-318 $19.99 $10.30
Hot Blue 58800 S4CHGZ-312 $19.99 $10.30
Hot Pink 58801 S4CHGZ-313 $19.99 $10.30
Yellow/Black 41615 S4CHGZ-411 $19.99 $10.30
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High-Intensity Training Meets  
High-Definition Color 

Sony Fashion Sport Earbud Headphones
Sony® headphones deliver dependable, quality audio reproduction time 
after time. Equipped with 13.5 mm high-sensitivity driver units, our MDR-
AS200 Sports headphones are no different while also affording a secure, 
comfortable fit that lets you get close and personal with your workout.

Comfortable and secure

The unique Ear Loop is easy to use offering a comfortable and secure fit. 
Simply slide over the ear and slide into position.

Water resistant

The water-resistant housing prevents sweat and water from leaking in, 
making these headphones ideal for an active lifestyle.

Color DSC# Vendor#       
Black 29929 MDRAS200/BLK
White 29930 MDRAS200/WHI
Blue 29931 MDRAS200/BLU
Pink 29932 MDRAS200/PNK
Green 29933 MDRAS200/GRN
Orange 29934 MDRAS200/ORG

SRP $19.99  |  Cost $11.98

The leading headphone brands by unit shipments in 2013 were Sony, Philips, Sennheiser, 

Skullcandy, and JVC, accounting for 45% of the market. 
Source: Forbes Magazine
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DESIGNED TO MOVE
Presenting this season’s all-new earphone models redesigned from Yurbuds’ bestselling product lines. 
Just like the active students who wear them, these new lines are DESIGNED TO MOVE—Get yours now. 
Get the new $19.99 Yurbud from the Focus, Inspire, & Mossy Oak series—complete with the coveted 
ergonomic design and patented secure fit valued by students and athletes.

 

Inspire® Series & Focus Series®   Basic meets exceptional with Yurbuds Inspire and Focus sport 
earphones. Featuring TwistLock® technology and a FlexSoft® comfort fit, these Yurbuds are guaranteed never 
to hurt or fall out. Their ergonomic design is sweat and water-resistant and allows ambient noise. Enjoy  
consistent, premium sound quality and let your music motivate you to #neverstop.

Description Color DSC# Vendor# Min SRP Cost  
Inspire 100 Earbud Headphones Black 59475 YBIMINSP01BLKAM 1 $19.99  $11.33 
Focus 100 Earbud Headphones Black 59461 YBIMFOCU01BLKAM 1 $19.99  $11.33 
 

Inspire® Series & Focus Series® for Women   Train in color with Yurbuds Focus & Yurbuds 
Inspire for Women sport earphones designed specifically to fit smaller ears. Featuring TwistLock technology 
and a FlexSoft comfort fit, these Yurbuds are guaranteed never to hurt or fall out. They are sweat and water-
resistant and allow for ambient noise, making them the perfect training partner for any female athlete.

Description Color DSC# Vendor# Min SRP Cost  
Women’s Series Inspire 100 Earbud Headphones Aqua 59580 YBWNINSP01ANWAM 1 $19.99  $11.33 
Women’s Series Focus 100 Earbud Headphones Aqua 59537 YBWNFOCU01ANWAM 1 $19.99  $11.33 
 

Mossy Oak® Series   Head out in true outdoor fashion with Yurbuds Inspire Mossy Oak sweat-proof  
in-the-ear sport earphones. TwistLock Technology and FlexSoft Comfort Fit guarantee these earphones will never 
hurt or fall out, and allow ambient sound to ensure you’ll hear every branch crack around you. Blend in. Stand Out.

Color DSC# Vendor# Min SRP Cost  
Camo/Green 59491 YBMOINSP01GREAM 1 $19.99  $11.33 
Camo/Orange 59492 YBMOINSP01ORGAM 1 $19.99  $11.33 
 

Signature Series®   Sleek meets sport with the Yurbuds Signature Series. These yurbuds provide 
the ultimate hassle-free experience with reflective, tangle-resistant cloth cords, and premium sound quality. 
Signature Series features sweat-resistant buds, allows for ambient noise, and is ergonomically designed never 
to hurt or fall out.

Description Color DSC# Vendor# Min SRP Cost  
Signature Series IX-1000 Earbud Headphones Black/Silver 59525 YBSSSSIX01SILAM 1 $49.99  $28.31
Signature Series IX-2000 Earbud Headphones w/Mic Black/Silver 59526 YBSSSSIX02SILAM 1 $59.99  $33.86
Signature Series IX-3000 Earbud Headphones w/Mic Black/Silver 59530 YBSSSSIX03SILAM 1 $69.99  $39.64
 

Bluetooth® Series   Cut the cords and unleash your inner athlete. These Stereo-Bluetooth® earphones 
lock in place comfortably, so they never hurt and never fall out. This is sound with no strings attached.

Description Color DSC# Vendor# Min SRP Cost  
Leap 100 Bluetooth Earbud Headphones Black 59486 YBIMLEAP01BLKAM 1 $99.99  $60.24 
Women’s Series Leap 100 Bluetooth Earbud Headphones Aqua 59596 YBWNLEAP01ANWAM 1 $99.99  $60.24 
Liberty 100 Bluetooth Earbud Headphones Black 59489 YBIMLIBE01BLKAM 1 $99.99  $60.24 
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BlueBuds X Premium Secure Fit  
Bluetooth™ Earbuds
BlueBuds X are the smallest Bluetooth headphones 
available, yet they pack an incredible 8 hours of play 
time, double that which has previously been possible 
from a product this small. Enjoy a full day of music and 
calls, or work out an hour a day for an entire week on a 
single charge. BlueBuds X is locked and loaded ready for 
anything you can dish out. Patented sports ear cushions 
hug into the top, back & lower surface areas of the ear. 
Dual fit options. Over-ear lifts cord off neck, liberating 
your workout. For skip-free music outdoors, use music 
device anywhere on your body. Offers voice prompts for 
easy use. JayBird’s trusted Lifetime Warranty against sweat. 

Color DSC# Vendor#
Black 59872 BBX1MB
White 59873 BBX1SW
Camo 63910 BBX1CA
SRP $169.99   |   Cost $96.59  
 

Freedom Sprint Premium  
Bluetooth Earbuds
The Freedom Sprint wireless buds feature premium 
wireless music and calls, with warm bass tuned to 
eliminate listener fatigue during long workouts. The 
result, warm thumpy beats that let you crank up the 
music without experiencing listener fatigue common 
in extended headphone use during lengthy workout 
sessions at higher volume levels. Having on-ear music 
and call controls is significant. Controls on a cord can 
result in fumbling and dislodging of your earbud, rather 
distracting to your workout. On-ear controls offer quick, 
confident commands so you can focus and get the most 
from your workout. Get in–get out. Freedom Sprint offers 
an enhanced microphone and microphone chamber 
design for clearer calls.  

Color DSC# Vendor#
Black 59874 JF4MBL
White 59875 JF4SW 
SRP $99.99   |   Cost $56.82  

Meet the MVP of  
Secure-Fit Wireless Buds

Headphone shipments are expected to rise 8% this year to 309 million units and are 

expected to rise steadily for the next four years, hitting 355 million units in 2018.
Source: Futuresource
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$27 billion: amount spent annually in the U.S. on yoga products

87% increase on yoga product spending over the last 5 years

29% increase in yoga participation from 2008 to 2012

4.8% anticipated average annual increase in industry revenue through 2017
Source: Channel Signal.com
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Achieve Goals Effectively
Tech Tools to Motivate and Inspire

Whether you’re running, cycling or swimming, 
TomTom has a range of GPS watches and 
accessories to help you achieve your goals. 
With TomTom, see detailed metrics at a glance 
to stay motivated and reach your goals.

Runner GPS Watch
Color DSC# Vendor#   
Dark Gray 41942 1RR0.001.00
Dark Pink 41943 1RR0.001.01

SRP $149.99  |  Cost $112.49

Multi-Sport GPS Watch
Color DSC# Vendor#   
Dark Gray 41945 1RS0.001.00
Dark Pink 41946 1RS0.001.03

SRP $199.99  |  Cost $149.99

Multi-Sport GPS Watch + 
Heart Rate Monitor + Cycle
DSC# 41948  |  Vendor# 1RS0.001.02 
SRP $299.99  |  Cost $224.99

Runner GPS Watch +  
Heart Rate Monitor
DSC# 41944  |  Vendor# 1RR0.001.03 
SRP $199.99  |  Cost $149.99

Multi-Sport GPS Watch + 
Heart Rate Monitor
DSC# 41947  |  Vendor# 1RS0.001.01 
SRP $249.99  |  Cost $187.49

http://www.dstewart.com
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Perform at Your Best
Student-Friendly Lifestyle Tracking  

with iChoice

iChoice Star
Wireless Activity and Sleep Tracker

iChoice’s well-designed accessories increase its portability. The 
fitness tracker wirelessly syncs to a smartphone. Users will see 
real-time progress and have the ability to share their success with 
friends through the free iChoice app. Each iChoice includes (3) 
Wristbands and (1) Clip. Wristbands are Black, Blue, and Orange.

DSC# 58799   |   Vendor# A30   |   SRP $49.99   |   Cost $26.47

Synchronize data
Recorded data automatically synchronizes to the user’s mobile 
phone, anytime and anywhere.  Offers users a convenient way to 
understand their bodies and form healthy life habits.

Determine sleep quality
Analyze sleep quality, record sleep efficiency, and track the length 
of sleep cycles.

COMPATIBLE WITH:
iPhone 4s+

iPod Touch 5th gen +

Smartphones with

Android BT 4.0

Clock
Shows current time

Step
Record daily steps

Distance
Shows the total distance  

traveled

Calories Burned
Shows total calories burned 

based on the user’s daily 
activities

Fat Burned
Shows the total fat grams 

burned based on daily  
activities

Goal
Set goals and display daily 

goal efficiency

Sleep
Record and analyze sleep 

quality

Power Supply
Battery backup 7-10 days

Get perfect performance and accurate calculation
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Campus Essentials for the Student Biker,  
Commuter, and Athlete

Combination Dial Cable Lock  
1-7/8 inch double-armored, stainless steel lock body. Steel cut-resistant cable with protective 
vinyl sleeve. Combination security for keyless convenience.

DSC# 55080  |  Vendor# 1519D  |  Min 6  |  SRP $11.37  |  Cost $6.83

Quantum 8 Set-Your-Own   
Combination Cable Lock
Quantum 8 set-your-own combination cable lock. Combination locking mechanism for 
keyless convenience. Easy to set and reset. 6 feet (1.8m) long x 5/16 inch (8mm) diameter 
steel cable for strong cut resistance.  Protective vinyl coating helps prevent scratching. Best 
used for: bicycles, residential gates and fences, grills, lawnmowers, tools, and ladders.

DSC# 55134  |  Vendor# 8114D  |  Min 4  |  SRP $12.75  |  Cost $7.65

Keyed U-Lock with Carrier Bracket  
Force 3 standard U-lock. $1000 anti-theft guarantee. Sliding dust cover protects keyway from 
dirt and moisture. Hardened steel body resists cutting, sawing, and prying. Double-locking 
shackle withstands 3 tons (2.72 metric tons) of pull force. Disc key for superior pick resistance. 
Soft grip for comfortable use, and weather and scratch resistance. Carrier bracket included 
for convenient storage. Best used for bicycles.

DSC# 55120  |  Vendor# 8195D  |  Min 4  |  SRP $26.22  |  Cost $16.86

Keyed U-Lock with Push Button Lock  
Hardened steel body resists cutting, sawing, and prying. Double-locking shackle withstands 
3.5 tons (3.2 metric tons) of pull force. Disc key for superior pick resistance. Vinyl coating for 
weather and scratch resistance. Carrier bracket included for convenient storage.

DSC# 55092  |  Vendor# 8184D  |  Min 4  |  SRP $26.33  |  Cost $15.80
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SAY GOODBYE TO THE DRY.
Fight dry-mouth with thirst-quenching gum 

Tub-O-Quench Tub Display
Need that little bit of pick-me-up during sports? The Tub-O-Quench Gum is the 
answer. It’s the fat-free, thirst-quenching gum for active people. Tub Display contains: 
(300) assorted individually wrapped pieces. Assorted flavors include: Lemon, Fruit, 
Orange, and Grape.

DSC# 42207  |  Vendor# 170176  |  SRP $45.00  |  Cost $26.92

Quench Gum Variety 
Bag Clip Strip
Clip-Strip Display includes:  
(12) 2.4oz assorted variety bags. 
Assorted flavors include: Lemon, Fruit, 
Orange, and Grape.

DSC# 42208  |  Vendor# 170190 
SRP $23.88  |  Cost $14.77

Quench Gum Variety 
Box Counter Display
Variety Box Display includes: (12) 4oz 
assorted variety boxes. Each box 
contains 25 pieces. Assorted flavors 
include: Lemon, Fruit, Orange,  
and Grape.

DSC# 42209  |  Vendor# 170192 
SRP $35.88  |  Cost $21.95

Quench Gum 10-Stick 
Pack Counter Display
Tray Display includes: (12) 10-Stick packs. 
Flavor combos include: Orange/Fruit, 
Strawberry/Watermelon, or Double 
Raspberry.

Orange/Fruit 
DSC# 42210  |  Vendor# 170143T

Strawberry/Watermelon 
DSC# 42211  |  Vendor# 170157T

Double Raspberry 
DSC# 42212  |  Vendor# 170153T

SRP $15.48  |  Cost $9.23
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The Closest Thing to Magic Beans
Energy beans for ultimate sports performance

Sport Beans
Scientifically formulated for sports performance, Sport Beans jelly beans provide carbohydrates 
for energy, electrolytes to maintain fluid balance, and vitamins to protect muscles against 
oxidative damage. Sport Beans Energizing Jelly Beans are gelatine-free, gluten-free, dairy-free, 
nut-free and OU kosher.

Flavor DSC# Vendor# Size Min SRP Cost
Fruit Punch 42120 72594 1.0 oz Bag 24 $1.25 $.66 
Assorted 42121 72595 1.0 oz Bag 24 $1.25 $.66
Orange 42122 72597 1.0 oz Bag 24 $1.25 $.66
Green Apple 63842 72580 1.0 oz Bag 24 $1.25  $.66 
Juicy Pear 63843 72581 1.0 oz Bag 24 $1.25  $.66

Extreme Sport Beans
When your workout needs a little more kick, there’s Extreme Sport Beans. Each serving 
contains 50 mg of caffeine, about the same amount as a half a cup of brewed coffee, along 
with Sport Beans’ clinically proven formula of carbohydrates, vitamins and, electrolytes. And 
the delicious Assorted, Cherry, or Pomegranate flavors will keep you refreshed throughout 
your exercise.

Flavor DSC# Vendor# Size Min SRP Cost
Cherry 42123 72599 1.0 oz Bag 24 $1.25 $.66 
Pomegranate 42124 72603 1.0 oz Bag 24 $1.25 $.66
Assorted 42125 72604 1.0 oz Bag 24 $1.25 $.66

Protein Recovery Crisps
We’ve combined great taste and performance with Sport Beans Protein Recovery Crisps. 
The unique crispy pea protein center is covered with a delicious whey protein coating and 
surrounded by a protective hard shell. Each 1.5 oz bag provides protein as well as the carbs, 
vitamins, and calcium your body needs after intense exercise. The bite-sized pieces allow for 
easy portion control so you can eat just what you need.

Flavor DSC# Vendor# Size Min SRP Cost
Vanilla 42118 72590 1.5 oz Bag 12 $2.25 $1.36 
Chocolate 42119 72591 1.5 oz Bag 12 $2.25 $1.36

Carbohydrate-rich sport foods (sports drinks, bars, gels, and beans) can improve 

exercise performance. Athletes should consider using sport foods for exercise  
lasting 1 hour or longer.

Source: SD-USA

www.dstewart.com   |   800.279.2795THE DOUGLAS STEWART COMPANY —9—
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Best-in-Class Care to

Keep Athletes at the 
Top of Their Game

Blister Kit
Convenient, take-along kit 
contains all the essentials to care 
for blisters, calluses, abrasions, 
and pressure/friction burns. Kit 
includes form-cut, latex-free 
pressure pads, easy-to-apply 
adhesive mesh, and more skin 
pads to help promote healing, 
relieve pain, and soothe hot spots. 

DSC# 42186  |  Vendor# 200724 
SRP $7.99  |  Cost $4.58

Kold Towel
The Mueller Kold Towel is 
designed with unique super-
evaporating PVA material. This 
compact, absorbent towel holds 
onto cold water while remaining 
seemingly dry to the touch. It 
features an inner mesh grid design 
to easily conform to the body. 
Absorbs moisture and stays cooler 
than the outside air.

DSC# 42187  |  Vendor# 31117 
SRP $7.99  |  Cost $4.93

Reusable  
Hot/Cold Pack
This reusable pack is ideal for cold 
therapy or heat therapy in treating 
minor scrapes and bruises, muscle 
aches and sprains, headaches, 
toothaches, minor burns, and 
insect bites. Helps reduce pain 
and swelling.

DSC# 42189  |  Vendor# 330104 
SRP $3.99  |  Cost $2.50

MTape, 1.5inx12.5yd
High-quality athletic trainer’s 
tape conforms to all areas of the 
body. Provides firm support and 
compression and is ideal for most 
taping applications. Can also 
be used on equipment, such as 
baseball bats and hockey sticks. 
Easy to tear and unwinds to  
the core.

DSC# 42190  |  Vendor# 430105 
SRP $3.99  |  Cost $2.54

Fitted Wrist Brace
Designed for carpal tunnel syndrome, and support of weak or injured wrists. Two adjustable 
straps for custom fit. Two support stays to provide rigid support.

 Size DSC# Vendor#
Right SM/MD 42196 86271
Left SM/MD 42197 86272
Right LG/XL 42198 86273
Left LG/XL 42199 86274
SRP $16.99  |  Cost $10.12

Visit www.dstewart.com for 
all available sizes and colors.

NCAA data reports that there are an average of approximately 12,500 
reported sports injuries per year for collegiate athletes.

Source: Livestrong.com
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The Complete Swim Solution

Marlin Team Swim  
Goggle, Clear
Flexible, adjustable nose piece for a 
custom fit. Ultra comfortable, leak-
proof polyseal. Single strap with side 
clips. 100% UV protection. Shatter-
resistant lenses.

DSC# 72902  |  Vendor# AG1225-CK 
Min 3  |  SRP $6.00  |  Cost $4.62

Powerstart II  
Swim Goggle
Flexible, adjustable nose piece. Hypo-
allergenic silicone eye seals and strap. 
Molded silicone split strap for  
secure fit.

Color DSC# Vendor# 
Smoke 72947 AG0825-SG
Blue 72946 AG0825-CB

Min 12  |  SRP $11.00  |  Cost $8.46

Latex Logo Swim Cap
The Leader Latex Logo Cap is 100% 
latex made from biodegradable 
material. One size fits most adults. 
Available one per polybag in White, 
Red, Navy, Black, Royal, Green,  
and Purple.

Color DSC# Vendor#
Asst. 72916 SB0191B
White 72917 SB0191B-10

Min 3  |  SRP $2.50  |  Cost $1.92

Latex Nose Clip, Beige
The stainless steel spring nose piece 
with strap is coated with latex rubber 
to ensure a comfortable fit.

DSC# 72920  |  Vendor# SA0150 
Min 3  |  SRP $3.00  |  Cost $2.31

Latex Ear Plug, Clear
The baffle design protects ears from water 
and noise. Easy to use, and made of pliable 
and long-lasting krayton.

DSC# 72922  |  Vendor# SA0450 
Min 3  |  SRP $2.60  |  Cost $2.00

Visit www.dstewart.com for all available colors.
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New Bobble Sport—workouts 
just got a makeover.

Bobble Sport Grip  
Filtered Water Bottle
 Bobble Sport Grip is designed for the 
on-the-go enthusiast. The unique grip 
texture features a tall and slim design to 
accommodate bike and car cup holders. 
It holds 22 ounces, and includes a soft-
touch integrated cap with an easy-to-carry 
handle. Bobble Sport Grip bottle is top-rack 
dishwasher safe. 

DSC# 59861  |  Vendor# 101663 
Min 6  |  SRP $10.99  |  Cost $6.73

Bobble Tether Cap  
Filtered Water Bottle
This ultra-portable cousin of 
the classic bobble features 
an easy-carry handle that is 
built into the soft-touch tether 
cap. Loop it through a belt, 
purse handle, or backpack 
for hydration on-the-go. It has the same 
ingenious replaceable carbon filter as the 
classic bobble. 

DSC# 59838  |  Vendor# 101051 
Min 6  |  SRP $9.99  |  Cost $6.14

Bobble Filtered 
Water Bottle  
Replacement Filter
The Bobble Filter is a 
carbon-based recyclable 
filter that removes chlorine 
and organic contaminants 
from regular municipal tap water. Each 
filter is good for over 2 months of use, or 
approximately 40 gallons. Test results surpass 
NSF International Standard 42 for chlorine 
taste and odor reduction.

DSC# 59849  |  Vendor# 101083 
Min 6  |  SRP $9.99  |  Cost $6.14

https://www.dstewart.com/catalogsearch/result/index/?dsc_brand=Leader&q=Leader
http://www.dstewart.com
https://www.dstewart.com/catalogsearch/result/?cat=&q=bobble


Running
INOVA STS Headlamp
The INOVA STS Headlamp makes brilliant hands-free illumination simple, versatile, and 
comfortable. Features an innovative Swipe-To-Shine interface that allows for simple 
access to multiple modes—all with a swipe of your finger.

DSC# 42446  |  Vendor# HLSA-09-R7  |  Min 3  |  SRP $34.99  |  Cost $20.79

ShoeLit
Add a little lightness and a lot of safety to your early morning/late evening run with 
the ShoeLit. Made with a bright white LED in a water-resistant casing backed by a 
durable stainless steel locking gate, it attaches quickly and securely to shoe laces.

DSC# 42407  |  Vendor# NST-M1-R3  |  Min 6  |  SRP $4.49  |  Cost $2.57

SlapLit LED Slap Wrap
Remember slap bracelets from when you were a kid? The Nite Ize SlapLit features that 
same “slap it to snap it” technology, with an added dimension of LED-illuminating 
functionality. Made of durable nylon patterned with a reflective spider web design, 
the SlapLit is powered by a bright, easy-to-activate LED that lights up the entire wrap.

DSC# 42420  |  Vendor# SLP-03-51  |  Min 6  |  SRP $11.99  |  Cost $6.93

LED Sport Belt
The LED Sport Belt is streamlined and lightweight, making it the perfect bulk-free, 
all-weather, all-season way to be visible when you’re out in the dark. Made of durable, 
weather-resistant nylon, it’s flexible and comfortable to wear. The LED is simple to 
activate—press once for steady glow and twice for flash mode.

DSC# 42418  |  Vendor# NSB-51-R8  |  Min 6  |  SRP $27.79  |  Cost $16.05

SpotLit LED Carabiner Light
SpotLit LED is the perfect mini-beacon whenever you need a little help in the dark. 
Set in a lightweight stainless steel carabiner, it attaches quickly and securely to key 
rings, jackets…just about anything with a hook or zipper. Its long-lasting LED provides 
an ambient glow bright enough for everything from reading fine print to finding your 
car door keyhole.

DSC# 42414  |  Vendor# SLG-03-10  |  Min 6  |  SRP $7.19  |  Cost $4.18

Innovative Products for 
Motivated Students   

Visit www.dstewart.com for all available colors.
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Visit www.dstewart.com for all available colors.

Biking
HandleBand™ Universal Smartphone Bar Mount
The HandleBand is a universal smartphone bar mount that provides a secure 
attachment and instant access to almost any device on almost any size handle bar.

DSC# 42426  |  Vendor# HDB-01-R3  |  Min 4  |  SRP $19.99  |  Cost $11.55

SpokeLit LED Spoke Light
The easy-to-attach Nite Ize LED SpokeLit is the perfect way to increase your visibility, 
safety, and cool factor when you’re riding your bike in the dark. Fueled by an 
efficient LED, this handy little device has two illumination modes—steady glow and 
continuous flash—to choose from. Press it onto the spokes of your wheel and slide 
towards the rim until the fit is tight, and it stays securely in place.

DSC# 42429  |  Vendor# SKL-03-07  |  Min 6  |  SRP $8.99  |  Cost $5.19

HelmetMarker Plus
The Helmet Marker Plus makes you clearly obvious from behind in dark and 
inclement weather. The included hook-and-loop strips allow for the secure 
placement of your choice on your helmet. It features a surprisingly thin, durable 
polymer strip encased in weather-resistant nylon fabric, decorated with a reflective 
pattern for extra visibility.

DSC# 42422  |  Vendor# HMP-03  |  Min 6  |  SRP $11.99  |  Cost $6.93

SaddleLite LED Bike Bag
The SaddleLite LED Bike Bag provides convenient storage and added bright LED 
visibility—perfect for cyclists who want to be prepared and safe in dark and 
inclement weather.

DSC# 42428  |  Vendor# SDL-M1-R3  |  Min 6  |  SRP $33.29  |  Cost $19.26

CamJam Micro Bungee
Lightweight, easy to use, and designed to lock securely into place with a simple pull 
of its attached bungee cord, the adjustable CamJam Micro Bungee makes securing 
smaller bundles a literal cinch. Made of sturdy, durable plastic, its carabiner clips 
feature a stainless steel gate on one end and a rotating ridged cam mechanism on 
the other. Both ends of the stretchable, reflective 14” bungee cord are capped to 
keep them securely attached to the CamJams on either end.

DSC# 42406  |  Vendor# NCJSB-M1-R8  |  Min 6  |  SRP $4.99  |  Cost $2.89

An estimated 2 million college students play competitive club sports.
Source: NY Times
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Strong Core and Back Kit
Strengthen your core and build a strong, healthy back for life. Gaiam’s  
peanut-shaped therapy ball is the perfect tool to engage key muscles  
as you move through the two gently paced workouts. Includes: Therapy  
Ball and Strong Core & Back Workout DVD.              

DSC# 25964  |  Vendor# 05-58273  |  SRP $14.98  |  Cost $9.60

Restore Textured Foam Roller Kit
Treat your muscles to a deep massage with the Textured Foam Roller. The compact size allows you to work 
smaller regions or isolate certain muscle groups like your legs, arms, shoulders, and back. Ideal for releasing 
built-up tension and relieving stiffness. 12 inches long. 15-minute workout DVD included.

DSC# 25959  |  Vendor# 05-59257  |  SRP $29.98  |  Cost $19.22

Yoga Block
Did you know that Gaiam created the foam yoga block? We’ve been  
perfecting it ever since. Our Yoga Block is lightweight and provides the  
stability needed for optimal alignment, deeper poses, and increased  
strength. If you feel tight, don’t risk injury. Grab a Gaiam yoga block and  
enjoy your session. Durable foam with a nonslip surface.

DSC# 25942  |  Vendor# 05-59269   |  SRP $10.98  |  Cost $7.04

#YogaforEveryone

Visit www.dstewart.com for all available styles and colors.

Printed Yoga Mat - Deep Plum Surf
Gaiam’s Printed Yoga Mat provides a stable, nonslip surface for your 
yoga practice. Lightweight for easy carrying while on-the-go. Perfect for 
home or studio use, this mat ensures the safety and comfort you need to 
enhance proper alignment and maintain poses. Ideal for everyone from 
beginners to seasoned yogis.             

DSC# 65554  |  Vendor# 05-61334  |  SRP $21.98  |  Cost $14.09

Cargo Yoga Mat Bag - Deep Plum Surf
Keep your mat clean, dry, and portable with our Cargo Mat Bag featuring a 
shoulder strap and zipper closure.

DSC# 65565  |  Vendor# 05-61338  |  SRP $19.98  |  Cost $12.81

Over 3.3 million 18-24 year olds practice yoga.
Source: National Sporting Goods Association 

According to 2013 data, there was an 87% increase in 
yoga product spending over the past 5 years.

Source: Yoga Journal
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All New Boards  
from Globe!

Graphic Bantam ST Cruiser
The smaller, lighter successor to the original Bantam 
with S-Trac grip, a swallow tail, and the same quality 
slant trucks that come standard on all of our cruisers.               

DSC# 64393  |  Vendor# 10525143-TROPICAL 
SRP $89.95  |  Cost $55.30

Bantam Clears Skateboard
The Bantam is stiffer, the trucks are wider, and the 
components last longer than anything on the 
market. It’s the ultimate plastic skateboard.

DSC# 64400  |  Vendor# 10525129-LTBLUAMBFAD 
SRP $114.95   |  Cost $70.66 

Pin City Cruiser
Bamboo cruiser with an EVA tailpad, clear broadcast 
grip, and conical wheels.                

DSC# 64440  |  Vendor# 10525061-CLRWTRGRN 
SRP $134.95  |  Cost $82.95

Pinner Cruiser
Hard rock maple with resin epoxy glue, 65mm 
conical wheels, clear broadcast grip, and Abec-7 
bearings.                

DSC# 64447  |  Vendor# 10525025-BLKSEA 
SRP $164.95  |  Cost $101.39 

Arcadia Cruiser
Surf-inspired cruiser with flat tail, clear broadcast grip, 
embedded metal badge, and oversized wheels.                

DSC# 64443  |  Vendor# 10525100-CHAR 
SRP $169.95  |  Cost $104.46

According to a study conducted by the University of Pittsburgh, 39% 
of college students exercise 3 or more times per week. 

Source: Livestrong.com

Visit www.dstewart.com for all available styles and colors.

http://www.dstewart.com
https://www.dstewart.com/catalogsearch/result/?cat=&q=globe+skateboard


Purdue University discovered students who worked out more 
often had higher GPAs.

Source: The Wall Street Journal

Take the Gym to the 
Dorm with GoFit.

1

4 5

2

3

Fitness Gloves
# Description DSC# Vendor# Min SRP Cost

4 Women’s Special Edition  
XTrainer Gloves, Small

42390 GF-BCWCT-SM 6 $11.99 $8.43

5 Men’s Xtrainer Gloves, Medium 42393 GF-CT-MED 6 $11.99 $8.43

Muscle Pain Management
# Description DSC# Vendor# Min SRP Cost  

1 GoBall—Targeted Massage Ball 42374 GF-MBR 6 $24.99 $17.61

2 GoFit Massage Bar 42375 GF-TMB 4 $24.99 $17.61

3 GoFit GoRoller 42377 GF-FR4 4 $29.99 $22.24

Visit www.dstewart.com  
for all available sizes.
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Visit www.dstewart.com  
for all available sizes.
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Weighted Resistance
# Description DSC# Vendor# Min SRP Cost  

6 Ultimate ProGym 42379 GF-PGYM-DVD 4 $34.99 $24.65

7 5lb Smart Weight 
Power Tube

42380 GF-4TT5 4 $12.99 $9.70

8 20lb Smart Weight 
Power Tube

42383 GF-4TT20 4 $15.99 $11.79

9 Core Ab Ball 42388 GF-20BALL 4 $19.99 $13.94

At-Home Fitness Solutions
# Description DSC# Vendor# Min SRP Cost  

10 Complete Yoga Kit 42396 GF-YOGAK 4 $29.99 $20.99

11 GoFit Pro Cable Rope 42386 GF-PCR9 4 $19.99 $13.94
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THE FITNESS GUIDE 2015
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Hundreds of products available  
to expand your health and  
fitness offerings:

 ✔  Sports Nutrition

 ✔  Resistance Training

 ✔  Running

 ✔  Biking

 ✔  Yoga

 ✔  Hydration

 ✔  Sports Medicine

 ✔  Visibility

 ✔  Protection

 ✔  Digital Fitness Devices

 ✔  Accessories

View the Whole Fitness Assortment Online

And more!

Shop Now!

http://www.dstewart.com
https://www.dstewart.com/school-and-dorm-supplies/lifestyle/health-fitness.html

